SECOND COMMUNICATION

To all Religious Brothers:

For the second time we are making contact with you, Brothers of every Congregation of
religious life, with the joy of being brothers.
At the end of June last we wrote to you announcing a gathering of Religious Brothers
resident in Rome on the occasion of the Year of Consecrated Life which we have called “Tutti
siamo fratelli”. With this message we wish to offer you more information about signing up for
this event and we are also asking you for some information.
Day: Saturday 24th of October
Time: from 5 to 8 pm
Place: Via Aurelia 476, Rome
Objectives: To remember the past with gratitude,
welcome the future with hope and live the present with
passion as religious Brothers.
Programme: after an opportunity to get to know each
other a bit better, a time to unite in prayer as brothers and
then a moment to celebrate our brotherhood sharing an
informal meal.
To help us organise the event as well as possible we are
asking each Institute or Congregation which is taking part to
name a Brother who will act as contact person to gather the
following information before the 10th of October:
- The names of the Brothers who will be attending the gathering and their preferred
language and second language.
- The name of the Superiors General who will be attending the celebration.
- The Congregation logo and about 10 photos of Brothers in ministry around the world.
We have calculated a figure for the costs of the meal and various other things. We are
asking for €15 per person, to be paid on arrival on the day.

We would ask you to invite all your Brothers from your Congregation in Rome to this
fraternal gathering.
The email we are using to stay in contact is aharoma2012@gmail.com (‘aha’: in hebrew
means ‘brother’).
Fraternally,
The team of “All Brothers”
Br. André Sène, St. John of God Brothers
Br. Francisco Javier Hernando de Frutos, Holy Family Brothers
Br. Guillermo Dávila, Brothers of Christian Instruction (Menesianos)
Br. Hipólito Pérez, Marist Brothers
Br. Jean-Paul Mbengue, Saint Gabriel Brothers
Br. Jesús Rubio, Brothers of the Christian Schools
Br. John Casey, Christian Brothers
Br. Paolo Barolo, Brothers of Our Lady of Mercy
Br. Peter Dowling, Christian Brothers
Br. Raphaël Joseph Rafaralahy, Sacred Heart Brothers
Br. Tony Leon, Marist Brothers

